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Yeah, reviewing a ebook Hanh Nhat Thich Heart My Sun The could amass your
near friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, capability does not recommend that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as competently as settlement even more than further will manage
to pay for each success. neighboring to, the declaration as skillfully as perception of
this Hanh Nhat Thich Heart My Sun The can be taken as without diﬃculty as picked
to act.
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THE SUN MY HEART
THE COMPANION TO THE MIRACLE OF MINDFULNESS
Parallax Press The Sun My Heart is one of Thich Nhat Hanh’s most beloved
books. It was written as a sequel to Miracle of Mindfulness and contains
the journey, on the path of everyday practice, from mindfulness to insight
in an informational, conversational manner. Using the objects and events
of everyday life in his hermitage in Plum Village—the gradual settling of
the pulp in a glass of apple juice or the wind blowing into the room and
scattering papers about—Thich Nhat Hanh draws from Buddhist
psychology, epistemology, and the world of contemporary literature and
science to guide the reader along the path of clarity and understanding.
This book can be read straight through, but is also designed to be opened
randomly and experienced chapter by chapter, paragraph by paragraph.
Thich Nhat Hanh suggests in the Introduction that The Sun My Heart
"prefers to be a friend rather than a book. You can take it with you on the
bus or subway as you do your coat or your scarf. It can give you small
moments of joy at any time."

THE SUN MY HEART
FROM MINDFULNESS TO INSIGHT CONTEMPLATION
In this sequel to The Miracle of Mindfulness, Thich Nhat Hanh draws on
psychology, philosophy, and contemporary physics to investigate
meditation and interdependence. Rooted in Buddhist understanding, The
Sun My Heart is at once an intellectual adventure and an inspiration to
practice.
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THE SUN MY HEART
Parallax Press "The Sun My Heart" is one of Thich Nhat HanhOCOs most
beloved books. Using the objects and events of everyday life in his
hermitage in Plum Village ? the gradual settling of the pulp in a glass of
apple juice or the wind blowing into the room and scattering papers about
? Thich Nhat Hanh draws from Buddhist psychology, epistemology, and the
world of contemporary literature and science to guide the reader along the
path of clarity and understanding. This book can be read straight through,
but is also designed to be opened randomly and experienced chapter by
chapter, paragraph by paragraph. Nhat Hanh suggests that the book
?prefers to be a friend rather than a book. You can take it with you on the
bus or subway as you do your coat or your scarf. It can give you small
moments of joy at any time.OCO"

THE COSMIC COMMON GOOD
RELIGIOUS GROUNDS FOR ECOLOGICAL ETHICS
Oxford University Press As ecological degradation continues to threaten
permanent and dramatic changes for life on our planet, the question of
how we can protect our imperiled Earth has become more pressing than
ever before. In this book, Daniel Scheid draws on Catholic social thought to
construct what he calls the "cosmic common good," a new norm for
interreligious ecological ethics. This ethical vision sees humans as an
intimate part of the greater whole of the cosmos, emphasizes the
simultaneous instrumental and intrinsic value of nature, and aﬃrms the
integral connection between religious practice and the pursuit of the
common good. When ecologically reoriented, Catholic social thought can
point the way toward several principles of the cosmic common good, such
as the virtue of Earth solidarity and the promotion of Earth rights. These
are rooted in the classical doctrines of creation in Augustine and Thomas
Aquinas, and in Thomas Berry's interpretation of the evolutionary cosmic
story. The cosmic common good can also be found in Hindu, Buddhist, and
American Indian religious traditions. By placing a Catholic cosmic common
good in dialogue with Hindu dharmic ecology, Buddhist interdependence,
and American Indian balance with all our relations, Scheid constructs a
theologically authentic moral framework that re-envisions humanity's role
in the universe.

THICH NHAT HANH’S SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGINATION: ESSAYS AND
COMMENTARIES ON ENGAGED BUDDHISM—PLUS PROCEEDINGS FROM
THE PANELS ON “BUDDHIST CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIAL JUSTICE” AT
THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL BUDDHIST CONFERENCE ON THE UNITED
NATIONS DAY OF VESAK HELD IN HANOI, VIETNAM—MAY 2008
Ahead Publishing House (imprint: Okcir Press) This Summer 2008 (VI, 3) issue of
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Human Architecture: Journal of the Sociology of Self-Knowledge is
dedicated to an exploration of Thich Nhat Hanh’s Engaged Buddhist
philosophy and spiritual theory and practice from a sociological and social
scientiﬁc vantage point, to highlight the signiﬁcance his teaching bears for
the development of a self-reﬂective, globally humanist, and
environmentally concerned, sociological imagination. Included are several
talks, letters, and a poem, by Thich Nhat Hanh on the meaning and practice
of Engaged Buddhism—in regard to issues ranging from war and conﬂict,
the environment, food industry and consumption, and history of Engaged
Buddhism. Other articles put his views in social science and sociological
contexts, speciﬁcally exploring the overlapping landscapes of Engaged
Buddhism with Pragmatism, Deep Ecology, sociological imagination, and
ideological analysis. Other contributions are illustrative of the ways in
which Thich Nhat Hanh’s teachings have engaged contexts such as:
international conﬂict; the classroom; urban policing; traumatized
populations; economic theory; environmental crisis; and family loss and
trauma. A critical commentary by a participant’s experience of attending
one of Thich Nhat Hanh’s retreats in 2005 is also included, followed by a
response from a representative of the Plum Village community in France.
Contributors include: Thich Nhat Hanh, Winston Langley, Michael C.
Adorjan, Benjamin W. Kelly, Julie Gregory, Samah Sabra, Darren Noy, Sujin
Choi, Marc Black, Samiyeh Sharqawi, Richard Brady, Michael J. DeValve,
Cary D. Adkinson, Robert Brian Wall, Glenn Manga, Angela Tam, Karen
Hilsberg, Lisa Kemmerer, Bhikshuni Chan Tung Nghiem (Barbara Newell),
Robert Andrew Parker, and Mohammad H. Tamdgidi (also as journal editorin-chief). Human Architecture: Journal of the Sociology of Self-Knowledge is
a publication of OKCIR: The Omar Khayyam Center for Integrative Research
in Utopia, Mysticism, and Science (Utopystics). For more information about
OKCIR and other issues in its journal’s Edited Collection as well as
Monograph and Translation series visit OKCIR’s homepage.

THE SUN MY HEART
Parallax Press The Sun My Heart is one of Thich Nhat Hanh’s most beloved
books. It was written as a sequel to Miracle of Mindfulness and contains
the journey, on the path of everyday practice, from mindfulness to insight
in an informational, conversational manner. Using the objects and events
of everyday life in his hermitage in Plum Village—the gradual settling of
the pulp in a glass of apple juice or the wind blowing into the room and
scattering papers about—Thich Nhat Hanh draws from Buddhist
psychology, epistemology, and the world of contemporary literature and
science to guide the reader along the path of clarity and understanding.
This book can be read straight through, but is also designed to be opened
randomly and experienced chapter by chapter, paragraph by paragraph.
Thich Nhat Hanh suggests in the Introduction that The Sun My Heart
"prefers to be a friend rather than a book. You can take it with you on the
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bus or subway as you do your coat or your scarf. It can give you small
moments of joy at any time."

MINDFUL AMERICA
MEDITATION AND THE MUTUAL TRANSFORMATION OF BUDDHISM
AND AMERICAN CULTURE
Oxford University Press Jeﬀ Wilson explores the diverse ways in which the
Buddhist-derived practice of mindfulness meditation has been applied in
American culture.

YOUR TRUE HOME
THE EVERYDAY WISDOM OF THICH NHAT HANH: 365 DAYS OF
PRACTICAL, POWERFUL TEACHING S FROM THE BELOVED ZEN
TEACHER
Shambhala Publications Bringing the energy of true presence into our lives
really does change things for the better—and all it takes is a little training.
This treasury of 365 gems of daily wisdom from one of the most beloved
Buddhist teachers of our age is a help and support for anyone who wants
to train to meet every moment of life with 100 percent attention. Thich
Nhat Hanh shows how practicing mindfulness can transform every area of
our lives—and how its beneﬁts radiate beyond us to aﬀect others and the
whole, larger world.

LOVE LETTER TO THE EARTH
Parallax Press While many experts point to the enormous complexity in
addressing issues ranging from the destruction of ecosystems to the loss
of millions of species, Thich Nhat Hanh identiﬁes one key issue as having
the potential to create a tipping point. He believes that we need to move
beyond the concept of the "environment," as it leads people to experience
themselves and Earth as two separate entities and to see the planet only in
terms of what it can do for them. Thich Nhat Hanh points to the lack of
meaning and connection in peoples' lives as being the cause of our
addiction to consumerism. He deems it vital that we recognize and respond
to the stress we are putting on the Earth if civilization is to survive.
Rejecting the conventional economic approach, Nhat Hanh shows that
mindfulness and a spiritual revolution are needed to protect nature and
limit climate change. Love Letter to the Earth is a hopeful book that gives
us a path to follow by showing that change is possible only with the
recognition that people and the planet are ultimately one and the same.

CALL ME BY MY TRUE NAMES
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THE COLLECTED POEMS
Parallax Press A collection of poetry by the renowned Zen meditation
teacher, peace activist, and author of The Miracle of Mindfulness Though
he is best known for his groundbreaking and accessible works on applying
mindfulness to everyday life, Thich Nhat Hanh is also a distinguished poet
and Nobel Peace Prize nominee. This stunning poetry collection explores
these lesser-known facets of Nhat Hanh’s life, revealing not only his path
to becoming a Zen meditation teacher but his skill as a poet, his
achievements as a peace activist, and his experiences as a young refugee.
Through over ﬁfty poems, Nhat Hanh reveals the stories of his past—from
his childhood in war-torn Vietnam to the beginnings of his own spiritual
journey—and shares his ideas on how we can come together to create a
more peaceful, mindful world. Uplifting, insightful, and profound, Call Me
By My True Names is at once an exquisite work of poetry and a portrait of
one of the world’s greatest Zen masters and peacemakers. “The clear, still
mind of this meditation teacher gives rise to piercing images time and time
again. Nhat Hanh seems an inherently skilled poet. It is these poetic works,
more than his essays or lectures, that show Thich Nhat Hanh clearly to be a
Zen mystic.” —San Francisco Chronicle "Thich Nhat Hanh's poems have an
almost uncanny power to disarm delusion, awaken compassion, and carry
the mind into the immediate presence of meditation. Thich Nhat Hanh
writes with the voice of the Buddha". - Sogyal Rinpoche.

FRAGRANT PALM LEAVES
JOURNALS 1962-1966
Parallax Press Regarded by many as Thich Nhat Hanh's most personally
revealing and endearing book, these collected journals chronicle the ﬁrsthand experiences of the Zen Master as a young man in both the United
States and Vietnam, just as his home country is plunged into war and
turmoil. "It isn't likely that this collection of journal entries, which I'm
calling Fragrant Palm Leaves, will pass the censors... I'll leave Vietnam
tomorrow." Thus Thich Nhat Hanh begins his May 11, 1966 journal entry.
After leaving Vietnam, he was exiled for calling for peace, and was unable
to visit his homeland again until 2004. In the interim, Thich Nhat Hanh
continued to practice and teach in the United States and Europe, and
became one of the world's most respected spiritual leaders. But when
these journals are written, all of that is still to come. Fragrant Palm Leaves
reveals a vulnerable and questioning young man, a student and teaching
assistant at Princeton and Columbia Universities from 1962-1963, homesick
and reﬂecting on the many diﬃculties he and his fellow monks faced at
home trying to make Buddhism relevant to the people's needs. We also
follow Thich Nhat Hanh as he returns to Vietnam in 1964, and helps
establish the movement known as Engaged Buddhism. A rare window into
the early life of a spiritual icon, Fragrant Palm Leaves provides a model of
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how to live fully, with awareness, during a time of change and upheaval.

THICH NHAT HANH: ESSENTIAL WRITINGS
Orbis Books

THE PROPHET AND THE BODHISATTVA
DANIEL BERRIGAN, THICH NHAT HANH, AND THE ETHICS OF PEACE
AND JUSTICE
Wipf and Stock Publishers Can religious individuals and communities learn
from each other in ways that will lead them to collaborate in addressing
the great ethical challenges of our time, including climate change and
endless warfare? This is the central question underlying The Prophet and
the Bodhisattva. It juxtaposes two ﬁgures emblematic of an ideal moral
life: the prophet as it evolved in ancient Israel and the bodhisattva as it
ﬂowered in Mahayana Buddhism. In particular, The Prophet and the
Bodhisattva focuses on Daniel Berrigan and Thich Nhat Hanh, who in their
lives embody and in their writings reﬂect upon their respective moral type.
Berrigan, a Jesuit priest, paciﬁst, and poet, is best known for burning draft
ﬁles in 1968 and for hammering and pouring blood on a nuclear warhead in
1980. His extensive writings on the Hebrew prophets reﬂect his life of
nonviolent activism. Thich Nhat Hanh, Buddhist monk, Vietnamese exile,
and poet struggled to end the conﬂict during the Vietnam War. Since then
he has led the global movement that he named Engaged Buddhism and has
written many commentaries on Mahayana scriptures. For ﬁfty years both
have been teaching us how to pursue peace and justice, a legacy we can
draw upon to build a social ethics for our time.

EAST ASIAN PEDAGOGIES
EDUCATION AS FORMATION AND TRANSFORMATION ACROSS
CULTURES AND BORDERS
Springer Nature This book opens up philosophical spaces for comparative
discussions of education across ‘East and West’. It develops an
intercultural dialogue by exploring the Anglo-American traditions of
educational trans-/formation and European constructions of Bildung,
alongside East Asian traditions of trans-/formation and development.
Comparatively little research has been done in this area, and many
questions concerning the commensurability of North American, European
and East Asian pedagogies remain. Despite this dearth of theoretical
research, there is ample evidence of continued interest in (self-)formation
through various East Asian practices, from martial arts to health and
spiritual practices (e.g. Aikido, Tai Chi, Yoga, mindfulness etc.), suggesting
that these ‘traditional’ practices and pedagogical relations have something
important to oﬀer, despite their marginal standing in educational
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discourse. This book will appeal to all researchers and students of
comparative education studies with an interest in issues of interpretation
and translation between diﬀerent traditions and cultures.

GAIA'S GIFT
EARTH, OURSELVES AND GOD AFTER COPERNICUS
Routledge Gaia's Gift, the second of Anne Primavesi's explorations of human
relationships with the earth, asks that we complete the ideological
revolution set in motion by Copernicus and Darwin concerning human
importancene. They challenged the notion of our God-given centrality
within the universe and within earth's evolutionary history. Yet as our
continuing exploitation of earth's resources and species demonstrates, we
remain wedded to the theological assumption that these are there for our
sole use and beneﬁt. Now James Lovelock's scientiﬁc understanding of the
existential reality of Gaia's gift of life again raises the question of our
proper place within the universe. It turns us decisively towards an
understanding of ourselves as dependent on, rather than in control of, the
whole earth community.

VIOLENCE, RELIGION, PEACEMAKING
Springer This volume explores how religious leaders can contribute to
cultures of peace around the world. The essays are written by leading and
emerging scholars and practitioners who have lived, taught, or worked in
the areas of conﬂict about which they write. Connecting the theory and
practice of religious peacebuilding to illuminate key challenges facing
interreligious dialogue and interreligious peace work, the volume is
explicitly interreligious, intercultural, and global in perspective. The
chapters approach religion and peace from the vantage point of security
studies, sociology, ethics, ecology, theology, and philosophy. A foreword
by David Smock, the Vice President of Governance, Law and Society and
Director of the Religion and Peacebuilding Center at the United States
Institute of Peace, outlines the current state of the ﬁeld.

ON THE LEGACY OF MAXINE HONG KINGSTON
LIT Verlag Münster This book is a collection of recent scholarship on Maxine
Hong Kingston, gathered on the occasion of the very ﬁrst conference ever
devoted exclusively to Kingston and to celebrate her opera omnia.
Featuring the work of researchers from four continents, the book
represents the cosmopolitan reception of the most important Asian
American author. In addition to many new angles on her two canonical
postmodern autobiographies, The Woman Warrior and China Men, this
collection also tackles Kingston's less frequently discussed writings and
her most recent publications. Parallel readings and comparisons further
test her legacy in the sense of her enduring inﬂuence on younger Asian
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American writers. Though it is a conference book, this peer-reviewed
volume includes additional articles by selected scholars. It also contains
original presentations by Maxine and her husband Earll Kingston. (Series:
Contributions to Asian American Literary Studies - Vol. 7)

INNER PEACE, WORLD PEACE
ESSAYS ON BUDDHISM AND NONVIOLENCE
SUNY Press What can one person do to foster world peace? How does one
person's state of mind aﬀect the state of the world? How can the ideal of
nonviolence be manifested in daily life? Buddhists have been exploring
questions like these for twenty-ﬁve centuries, and they are still timely
today. Inner Peace, World Peace is the ﬁrst work in any western language
to examine the Buddhist approach to nonviolence. Well-known Buddhist
scholars, a noted authority on nonviolent struggle, a prominent Thai
Buddhist activist, and other leaders in their ﬁelds collaborate to show the
contemporary relevance of the Buddhist tradition. The authors also discuss
a new international movement known as "socially engaged Buddhism."

RELIGIOUS LEADERSHIP
A REFERENCE HANDBOOK
SAGE Publications This 2-volume set within The SAGE Reference Series on
Leadership tackles issues relevant to leadership in the realm of religion. It
explores such themes as the contexts in which religious leaders move,
leadership in communities of faith, leadership as taught in theological
education and training, religious leadership impacting social change and
social justice, and more. Topics are examined from multiple perspectives,
traditions, and faiths. Features & Beneﬁts: By focusing on key topics with
100 brief chapters, we provide students with more depth than typically
found in encyclopedia entries but with less jargon or density than the
typical journal article or research handbook chapter. Signed chapters are
written in language and style that is broadly accessible. Each chapter is
followed by a brief bibliography and further readings to guide students to
sources for more in-depth exploration in their research journeys. A detailed
index, cross-references between chapters, and an online version enhance
accessibility for today's student audience.

BREATH PRAYER
AN ANCIENT PRACTICE FOR THE EVERYDAY SACRED
Broadleaf Books Whether reciting the gathas in Buddhist practice, the Shema
in Judaism, or the Jesus Prayer in Christianity, for centuries the practice of
breath prayer has helped center people from a variety of faith traditions on
the sacred in everyday life. Through brief words of prayer or petition said
silently to the rhythm of one's breath, this simple, meditative act combines
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praise for the divine with focused intention, creating a profound spiritual
connection in the quiet, and even mundane, moments of the day . In Breath
Prayer, Christine Valters Paintner, online abbess of Abbey of the Arts,
introduces us to this spiritual practice and oﬀers beautiful poem-prayers
for walking, working, dressing, cleaning, sitting in silence, doing the
dishes, living in community--breathing the divine into our daily lives. Over
time these recitations become as natural as breathing. We don't so much
recite the prayers as the prayers recite us, guide us, and open our hearts
to the everyday sacred. With each of the forty prayers, Paintner includes
reﬂections on life's ordinary beauty and heartfelt advice for discovering
the sacred all around. Breath Prayer concludes with guidance for creating
your own breath prayers to deepen your practice.

POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES
PRAYER, MEDITATIONS, AND AFFIRMATIONS TO NURTURE YOUR
SPIRIT EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR
Grand Central Publishing From the New York Times bestselling author of
Minding the Body, Mending the Mind comes a powerful collection of
spiritual activities that we can use every day in order to create miracles in
our lives. Through daily meditations and exercises, Borysenko helps us to
let go of fear and realize the light of peace.

ZEN BUDDHISM AND ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS
Routledge Zen Buddhism and Environmental Ethics explores the implications
of Zen Buddhist teachings and practices for our moral relations with the
natural world. At once an accessible introduction to Zen and an important
contribution to the debate concerning the environmental implications of
the tradition, this book will appeal both to readers unfamiliar with East
Asian thought and to those well versed in the ﬁeld. In elucidating the
philosophical implications of Zen, the author draws upon both Eastern and
Western philosophy, situating the Zen understanding of nature within the
Buddhist tradition, as well as relating it to the ideas of key Western
philosophers such as Aristotle, Kant and Heidegger. These philosophical
reﬂections on Zen are used to shed light on some prominent debates in
contemporary environmental ethics concerning such issues as the intrinsic
value of nature.

DISSENT FROM WAR
Kumarian Press The rhetorical presumption of war's necessity makes
violence regrettable, but seemingly sane, and functions to shame anyone
who opposes military action. Ivie proposes that the presence of dissent is
actually a healthy sign of democratic citizenship, and a responsible and
productive act, which has been dangerously miscast as a threat to national
security. Ivie, a former US Navy petty oﬃcer, puts a microscope to the
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language of war supporters throughout history and follows the lives and
memories of soldiers and anti-war activists who have dealt with degrees of
confusion and guilt about their opposition to war. Arguing that informed
dissent plays out largely in the realm of rhetoric, he equips readers with
strategies for resisting the dehumanizing language used in war
propaganda. Through his careful study of language strategies, he makes it
possible to foster a community where dissenting voices are valued and
vital.

THE WONDER OF TAO
A MEDITATION ON SPIRITUALITY AND ECOLOGICAL BALANCE
Green Dragon Books The Wonder of the Tao is intended to reveal and heal.
Author James Eggert explores the relationship between spirituality and
ecological balance while drawing on the teachings and traditions of
Taoism, Buddhism, Judaism, and Christianity. The early chapters take a
critical look at the impact of technology and global economics on Planet
Earth. There is much to celebrate, but there also are losses as a result of
our current cultural and economic arrangements. The remainder of the
book embraces the twin ideas of balance and rebirth. It emphasizes
contributions from modern science as well as the practices of ancient
Taoism for the health of individuals, communities, and the ecological web
that sustains our unique yet fragile planet. This book helps the reader: Learn the relevance of celebration and loss to our lives -Delve into the
concept of life -Understand co-responsibility -Challenge the concept of
capitalism -Accept Taoism and the principle of balance -Learn T’ai Chi and
the Ten-Thousand Things -Accept the Wonder of the Tao

ENGAGED BUDDHIST READER
TEN YEARS OF ENGAGED BUDDHIST PUBLISHING
Parallax Press The Engaged Buddhist Reader is a collection of the most
prominent voices of engaged Buddhism.

CONSTRUCTING A RELATIONAL COSMOLOGY
Wipf and Stock Publishers This collection of ﬁve essays is both a dialogical
engagement with and critical assessment of Nancy R. Howell's book
Constructing a Relational Cosmology. The collection includes three essays
written from a Whiteheadian process perspective (by Marit A. Trelstad,
Kathlyn A. Breazeale, and Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki), one from the
perspective of narrative theology (Lisa Stenmark), and one from the Soto
Zen Buddhist perspective (Stephanie Kaza). Howell, responding as a
Whiteheadian feminist philosopher of religion, takes the critiques and
suggestions of her dialogical partners with the utmost seriousness as her
foundation for suggesting new directions for ecofeminist thought--an
example of what Whiteheadians call "the process of creative
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transformation."

MEADOWLARK ECONOMICS
COLLECTED ESSAYS ON ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, AND SPIRITUALITY
North Atlantic Books Alarmed by the disappearance of meadowlarks from the
ﬁelds near his home, James Eggert embarked on a close study of the
economic and ecological factors behind the loss. His inquiry led him to
conclude that the meadowlark’s survival is a metaphor for ours—that our
future is intimately linked to the same interplay of economics, culture,
technology, and spirituality. In this innovative educational book, Eggert
helps readers understand how our environment is connected to—in fact, a
vital part of—our economy and business culture. In the title essay, Eggert
critiques free-market capitalism, borrowing from Thoreau as he
investigates what he calls “meadowlark values” in education and business.
The author highlights the “preciousness of the Earth itself ” and
persuasively describes the creative possibilities in using science, culture,
evolutionary history, and spiritual traditions to gain a deeper
understanding of how we might heal the planet. A foreword by
environmentalist Bill McKibben and an afterword by renowned Buddhist
thinker Thich Nhat Hahn add context to this authoritative supplement to
current economics texts.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGION AND NATURE
A&C Black The Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature, originally published in
2005, is a landmark work in the burgeoning ﬁeld of religion and nature. It
covers a vast and interdisciplinary range of material, from thinkers to
religious traditions and beyond, with clarity and style. Widely praised by
reviewers and the recipient of two reference work awards since its
publication (see www.religionandnature.com/ern), this new, more
aﬀordable version is a must-have book for anyone interested in the
manifold and fascinating links between religion and nature, in all their
many senses.

FROM GREED TO WELLBEING
A BUDDHIST APPROACH TO RESOLVING OUR ECONOMIC AND
FINANCIAL CRISES
Policy Press The global ﬁnancial system seems caught in a cycle of boom and
bust, instability and scandal. Building on the classic works of E F
Schumacher and other kindred spirits, Magnuson provides a Buddhist
economics perspective on this recurring pattern and oﬀers new
possibilities for change.
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THE BASIC SOURCES OF HAPPINESS
Parallax Press The Basic Sources of Happiness is part of the Parallax Press
Moments series of short ebooks, His Holiness the Dalai Lama illuminates
the true foundation of happiness.

BUDDHIST BIOLOGY
ANCIENT EASTERN WISDOM MEETS MODERN WESTERN SCIENCE
Oxford University Press Compares teachings of Buddhism with principles of
modern biology, revealing many signiﬁcant points of compatibility.

TOUCHING PEACE
PRACTICING THE ART OF MINDFUL LIVING
Parallax Press In Touching Peace, Thich Nhat Hanh expands the teachings on
practicing the art of mindful living begun in the best selling Being Peace by
giving speciﬁc, practical instructions on extending our meditation practice
into our daily lives. The book reminds us to focus on what is refreshing and
healing within and all around us, and how, paired with the practice of
mindful breathing, it can be used as the basis for examining the roots of
war and violence, alcoholism and drug abuse, and social alienation.
Touching Peace oﬀers Thich Nhat Hanh’s vision for rebuilding society
through strengthening our families and communities, and realizing the
ultimate dimension of reality in each act of our daily lives. The book
concludes with the author’s profound vision and determination to make
eﬀorts to alleviate the suﬀering of all people. Included are such classic
Thich Nhat Hanh practices as the conﬂict resolution tool of the Peace
Treaty; his thoughts on a "diet for a mindful society" based on his
interpretation of the 5 Mindfulness Trainings, and his early writings on the
environment. "When we touch peace everything becomes real." –Thich
Nhat Hanh With 10 original illustrations by Mayumi Oda

NONVIOLENCE NOW!
LIVING THE 1963 BIRMINGHAM CAMPAIGN'S PROMISE OF PEACE
Lantern Books Using the campaign’s “commitment card,” to nonviolence,
Alycee Lane explores the deeper, wider, and more challenging commitment
to nonviolence against self, others, and the planet as a whole, and to
dedicate oneself to spiritual contemplation, mindfulness, lovingkindness,
and generosity. Nonviolence Now thus oﬀers a new pledge, one that
includes the Birmingham commitments but goes beyond them to help us
meet the diﬀerent but no less critical challenges that the Obama-era
presents.
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BE STILL AND KNOW
REFLECTIONS FROM LIVING BUDDHA, LIVING CHRIST
Penguin In his acclaimed national bestseller, Living Buddha, Living Christ,
renowned thinker and scholar Thich Nhat Hanh explored the deep
connections between Christianity and Buddhism. Be Still and Know uses
selections from his groundbreaking work to create a handbook of
meditations and reﬂections that reawaken our understanding of both
religions--and enrich our daily lives through personal contemplation. It is
an inspiration to all who embrace its universal message of peace--a
profound and moving work that illuminates the world's greatest traditions
of spiritual thought, written by a man who is considered by many to be a
"living Buddha."

THE WORLD WE HAVE
A BUDDHIST APPROACH TO PEACE AND ECOLOGY: EASYREAD SUPER
LARGE 20PT EDITION
ReadHowYouWant.com

IN AN INESCAPABLE NETWORK OF MUTUALITY
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. AND THE GLOBALIZATION OF AN ETHICAL
IDEAL
Wipf and Stock Publishers The scholarship on Martin Luther King Jr. has too
often cast him in the image of the Southern black preacher and the
American Gandhi, while ignoring or trivializing his global connections and
signiﬁcance. This groundbreaking work, written by scholars, religious
leaders, and activists of diﬀerent backgrounds, addresses this glaring
pattern of neglect in King studies. King is treated here as both a global
ﬁgure and a forerunner of much of what is currently associated with
contemporary globalization theory and praxis. The contributors to this
volume agree that King must be understood not only as a thinker,
visionary, and social change agent in his own historical context, but also in
terms of his meaning for the diﬀerent generations who still appeal to him
as an authority, inspiration, and model of exemplary service to humanity.
The task of engaging King both in context and beyond context is fulﬁlled in
remarkable ways in this volume, without doing essential violence to this
phenomenal ﬁgure.

AWAKENING MY HEART
ESSAYS, ARTICLES AND INTERVIEWS ON THE BUDDIST LIFE
Nimbus+ORM Informative interviews and proﬁles of the likes of Ram Dass,
Tina Turner, Jane Goodall, and more, plus other writings oﬀer insight on
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the Buddhist life. From Andrea Miller—an editor and staﬀ writer at Lion’s
Roar, the leading Buddhist magazine in the English-speaking world—comes
a diverse and timeless collection of essays, articles, and interviews. Miller
talks to Buddhist teachers, thinkers, writers, and celebrities about the
things that matter most and she frames their wisdom with her own lived
experience. In Awakening My Heart, we hear Tina Turner on the power of
song, Ram Dass on the importance of service, Jane Goodall on the
compassion that exists in the natural world, and Robert Jay Lifton on the
darkest deeds of humanity—and how to prevent such things from ever
happening again. Moreover, Miller—with her gently probing
questions—gets to the bottom of the friendship between Zen master Bernie
Glassman and Hollywood’s Jeﬀ Bridges, and she also takes a playful look at
the diﬀerence between Michael Imperioli, the serious Buddhist
practitioner, and the unhinged mobster character he played in The
Sopranos. Insight teacher Gina Sharpe coaches Miller on how to start
facing the racism that exists even in the most liberal communities, while
Robert Waldinger, a Zen priest and the leader of the world’s longest
running study of human happiness, teaches her the key to being truly
happy. Miller also brings the wisdom of a thirteenth-century Zen text into
her very own galley kitchen and takes a look at animals through a quirky
dharma lens. Finally, she goes on retreat with two of the world’s most
beloved contemporary Buddhist teachers, Pema Chödrön and Thich Nhat
Hanh, and travels to India to follow in the footsteps of the Buddha himself.
Praise for Awakening My Heart “A lovely repast of stories and inspiring
conversations with Buddhist masters and celebrities, reminding us to relax
and smile. The good medicine of the dharma comes in a thousand forms.”
―Jack Kornﬁeld “This book is a concise, witty, and intelligible way to
understand Buddhism.” ―bell hooks, author of All About Love “Andrea
Miller is one of contemporary Buddhism’s most original and arresting
voices. Awakening My Heart has that rare combination of insight and
empathy that distinguishes the very best spiritual literature. It is an
inspiring, expansive, and probing exploration of what it means to be alive
and practicing the dharma today.” —Shozan Jack Haubner, author of Zen
Conﬁdential “These lovely pieces span a huge, eclectic range from rock
stars and actors to gurus and birds. There is joy in these pages, and the
stories here will cause you to love life, and people, all the more.” ―Barry
Boyce, Editor-in-Chief, Mindful magazine

SELF, ATTITUDES, AND EMOTION WORK
WESTERN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY AND EASTERN ZEN BUDDHISM
CONFRONT EACH OTHER
Routledge This book is about how Western social psychology interfaces with
an Eastern Zen Buddhist perspective. It is neither a purely Zen Buddhist
critique of the former, nor is it merely a social psychological interpretation
of Zen. Rather, it is an attempt to create common ground between each
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through the systematic comparison of certain shared fundamental
concepts and ideas. Anglo-American social psychology is not much more
than a century old despite having its roots in a broad philosophical
tradition. Alternately, the Zen version of Buddhism can trace its historical
origins to roughly 1,500 years ago in China. Even though the two arose at
diﬀerent times and at ﬁrst glance appear stridently antithetical, the
authors show that they share considerable areas of overlap. The logic of
Zen contemplates the consequences of the taken-for-granted tyranny
created by personal memories and culture. These traits, common to every
culture, include hubris, greed, self-centeredness, distrust, prejudice,
hatred, fear, anxiety, and violence. Social psychology leans more toward a
"nurture" rather than "nature" explanation for behavior. Both areas of
research are ﬁrmly rooted within the domain of sociological social
psychology; the processes are also sometimes referred to as learning or
conditioning. Zen challenges in radical terms key assumptions of both
sociology and psychology concerning individual identity, human nature,
and human motivation. This stimulating volume will provoke new thoughts
about an old tradition and a newer area of scholarly work.

BUDDHISM AND PEACE
THEORY AND PRACTICE
Blue Pine Books This book is the most comprehensive book on Buddhism and
peace to date. It is composed of the thirty-one articles presented at the
Seventh International Seminar on Buddhism and Leadership for Peace in
1995. Thirty-one eminent scholars and activists among the more than forty
participants examined Buddhism and peace from the varying perspectives
of their expertise. Many of these writers have since received international
acclaim as leaders in the struggle for peace and justice.

EVERYDAY CREATIVITY AND THE HEALTHY MIND
DYNAMIC NEW PATHS FOR SELF AND SOCIETY
Springer As human beings we all have creative potential, a quality essential
to human development and a vital component to healthy and happy lives.
However this may often remain stiﬂed by the choices we make, or ways in
which we choose to live in our daily lives. Framed by the “Four Ps of
Creativity” – product, person, process, press – this book oﬀers an
alternative understanding of the fundamentals of ordinary creativity. Ruth
Richards highlights the importance of “process”, circumventing our
common preoccupation with the product, or creative outcome, of
creativity. By focusing instead on the creator and the creative process, she
demonstrates how we may enhance our relationships with life, beauty,
future possibilities, and one another. This book illustrates how our daily
life styles and choices, as well as our environments, may enable and allow
creativity; whereas environments not conducive to creative ﬂow may kill
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creative potential. Also explored are questions of ‘normality’, beauty and
nuance in creativity, as well as creative relationships.
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